
• If you are not happy about the product for any reason, please contact  us at support@muellerdirect.com
  888-632-9981 ext 102 with your feedback or questions, and we will  do our best to make things right for you!

• We are here to help, so let us know any problem you have first  before leaving a 
   negative Amazon review,even if it has been months since you purchased the product! 

• And if you love the product, why not leave a positive Amazon review for it via link:
  https://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?ie=UTF8&asin=B01HC7BNJA

Your purchase comes with a 100% satisfaction guarantee from Müeller.
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A practical and innovative way to beautifully shred, slice and chip most firm vegetables and fruits. It is deal for making long, curly
vegetable slices for low carb, healthy vegetable meals and is able to do so in large quantities within a very short time.

With the Müeller Vidalia Chopper Pro, preparing your favorite dishes for your whole family is no longer a chore. Designed to be 
highly versatile, it can effortlessly crank out perfect veggies in no time.

A practical and easy way to chop most firm
vegetables and fruits in the shortest time possible. 

Creates perfectly chopped onions, tomatoes and 
peppers for salsa, carrots for fried rice or stir-fry or 
eggs for egg salad. By closing the lid, onions are 
pressed onto the stainless steel slicing grid to 
instantly dice onions with ease and dices in one 
swift motion.



Attach dicer top
to the base.

Attach pusher, latch the
2 pins and press to lock.

Place dicer unit on
container, press to lock.

Click the knob
underneath to lock.

Select blade and insert
to chopper base,
switch to lock.

Flip over chopper
unit to store.

RECYCLABLE
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Made in PRC

Place food on blade.
Hold chopper base and
handle, press to dice.

Use brush to clean pusher.
Brush bottom of dicer blade.
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Vidalia Chopper Pro
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．Sharp blades! Keep away from children!
．Use, wash and store with care.
．Top rack dishwasher safe; keep temperature below 65°C / 150°F.     
．Avoid excessive use of detergent!
．Do not use container for food storage
．Do not put this product in oven or microwave oven.

CAUTION


